
Inviting Harlan County Teachers and Students 

History Days Tours – Fall 2012                                           

Kentucky Coal Museum & Portal 31 

“Everyone came from somewhere and everyone brought something.” 

  
Picture the hustle and bustle of the dock, the odor of sea and fish, the endless movement of water, 
people and cargo. That was the setting for many good-byes as immigrants bid farewell to family and 
friends. They set sail in the early 1900s to travel to America in search of a new life and livelihood. Many 
of those immigrants found a better, prosperous life in the coal mines and coal towns of Eastern 
Kentucky.   
 
Once settled into the coal community these travelers from distant shores would find that many of their 
neighbors had similar stories to tell. Stories of families left behind, loved ones soon to join them, 
paychecks sent by mail to those who waited for the letter that said, “It is time to join me!” 
 
Some of these families were as far away as Russia, Germany, Italy, Sweden, or Mexico.  Other miners 
may have left their families for a tiring train trip from Alabama, Texas, Pennsylvania, or South Carolina.  
Just like other workers they arrived in the coal community with the tools they depended on to dig coal, 
load coal, or build homes. There were many jobs available in the early 1900s and the workers all came 
from somewhere and they brought something---a skill, a tool, traditions and usually a family.  
 
During History Day Tours this year, students will explore the life of the coal miners’ family. They will see 
room reproductions of the miners’ homes.  Everything from chamberpots to beanpots, beds to iceboxes, 
clothing to cameras will open the students to life in the coal towns.  Financial systems, education, and 
health care will be topics of discussion.  The classes may also include floor art or the students may learn 
to ring bells like coal camp children did many years ago.  This fall, quilts and a new terra cotta sculpture 
will be focus exhibits.   
 
 It is at the Coal Museum that the students discuss with volunteers the sights and sounds of Portal 31 
and hear the story of the history of mining.  Along the aisles lined with historic items and regal columns 
of the International Harvester Commissary, built in 1923, the students see demonstrations of early tools 
and equipment used for mining.  They tour a mock mine, try on a miner’s belt with equipment, and sit in 
the dinner hole and discuss a meal underground. They see underground plans of a coal mine and hear it 
explained by a retired miner.  
  
Afterward, Harlan County students have the opportunity to bring a continuing sense of history to Portal 
31 after visiting the Kentucky Coal Museum.  This partnership between the KY Coal Museum, Southeast 
Community and Technical College, Harlan County Schools, and Harlan County Conservation District 
creates a time for students to explore their own heritage and culture in the coal region of Eastern 
Kentucky. 
 
These aspects of coal mining and coal miners’ home lives will be explored during the History Days Tours. 
Harlan County teachers can schedule a free tour at the Kentucky Coal Museum.  Tuesday – Saturday, 
10 a.m. – 5 p.m.   Telephone: 606-848-1530.  Email: kycoalmuseum@att.net 
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